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This article presents an analytical investigation on stability and local bifurcation behavior due to exponentially decaying
friction characteristics in the sliding domain of a simple friction oscillator, which is commonly referred to as ‘‘mass-on-a-
belt’’-oscillator. Friction is described by a friction coeﬃcient which in the sense of Stribeck depends on the relative velocity
between the two tribological partners.
For such a characteristic the stability and bifurcation behavior are discussed. It is shown, that the system can undergo a
subcritical Hopf-bifurcation from an unstable steady-state ﬁxed-point to an unstable limit cycle, which separates the basins
of the stable steady-state ﬁxed-point and the self-sustained stick-slip limit cycle.
Therefore, only a local examination of the eigenvalues at the steady-state, as is the classical approach when investigating
conditions for the onset of friction-induced vibrations, may not give the whole picture, since the stable region around the
steady-state ﬁxed-point may be rather small.
Furthermore, the results of above considerations are applied to a brake-noise problem. It is found that, in contrast to
squeal, a decaying friction characteristic may be a satisfying explanation for the onset low-frequency groan. The analytical
results are compared with experimental measurements.
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Self-excited vibrations in frictional oscillators have been widely examined in the past decades. Usually the
oscillator is modelled as a lumped mass, which slides on a moving belt and is attached by an elastic and a dis-
sipative element to the inertial surroundings. This classical model shows the surprising eﬀect, that though the1007-5704/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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84 H. Hetzler et al. / Communications in Nonlinear Science and Numerical Simulation 12 (2007) 83–99presence of friction, the steady-state may be linearly unstable if the sliding friction characteristic is declining.
In terms of a linear model, this declining friction may compensate the dissipation in the system or even change
the sign of the eﬀective damping—for this, this eﬀect is referred to as negative damping.
The present article reviews the stability behavior in a vicinity of the steady-state under consideration of a
more sophisticated friction model. It is found, that depending of the shape of the friction characteristic, the
oscillator may undergo sub-critical HOPF-bifurcations. That means, that the system may exhibit either an
unstable ﬁxed-point or a stable ﬁxed-point (the steady-state), which is enclosed by an unstable limit cycle.
Using an averaging method, the described stability properties are proven and the amplitude of the unstable
limit cycle is quantiﬁed. Furthermore, the inﬂuence of the system parameters on the phase portrait is dis-
cussed. The article closes with a discussion of the impacts of the described eﬀects to real applications.
2. Mechanical model
2.1. Oscillator
The mechanical model consists of a lumped mass m, which is pressed onto a belt by a normal force FB,
while the belt moves with the constant speed v0. The block is attached to the inertial surroundings by a damper
(damping coeﬃcient d) and an elasticity (stiﬀness c). The position of the mass is described by the coordinate x.
In addition to the forces due to inertia and the coupling to the inertial system, the mass is eﬀected by the
normal contact force N and the friction force R. Depending on the relative velocity between the mass and the
belt, the character of R is twofold, i.e. it can represent sliding friction or stiction (Fig. 1).
The unsteady equation of motion in sense of Filippov reads€xþ 2Dx0 _xþ x20x 2 R; R ¼
l0 Nm ;þl0 Nm
 
w ¼ 0;
signðwÞlðwÞ Nm w 6¼ 0;
(
ð1Þwith the relative velocity w ¼ v0  _x between block and belt, the dimensionless damping measure D ¼ d2mx0, the
natural frequency x0 ¼
ﬃﬃ
c
m
p
of the undamped system and the normal contact force N.
Depending on the relative velocity w, the right-hand side either represents sliding friction in the sense of
Coulomb (w5 0) or static friction as a constraint force (w = 0). The latter case is not considered in the
following.
2.2. Friction model
The sliding friction force is described in the sense of Coulomb as being proportional to the normal force N
in the contact, where the ratio is the friction coeﬃcient l. Although this coeﬃcient depends on a huge variety
of parameters, the model used in the following studies will be conﬁned to the dependence on the relative veloc-
ity w between the mass and the belt. Therefore, a Stribeck friction characteristic is chosen, which exhibits a
l(w) that declines with increasing w. Because only dry friction is considered, there is no re-increase of l at
higher relative velocities w, as it would be the case in the presence of viscous eﬀects in the contact layer.
Fig. 13 shows a typical experimental friction characteristic at low speeds, measured at our test rig.Fig. 1. Considered friction oscillator.
Fig. 2. Friction characteristic: Stribeck characteristic assuming only dry friction.
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aslðwÞ ¼ l1 þ Dleajwj; ð2Þ
with Dl = l0  l1, the absolute value jwj of the relative velocity and a slope parameter a (see Fig. 2).
One interesting aspect of the chosen friction curve is that other common characteristics may be easily
derived from it. For example, expanding the exponential function into a series and truncating after the linear
term yieldslðwÞ ¼ l1 þ
Dl
1þ ajwj ; ð3Þwhich is a widely used friction model [5,6]. Though this latter model exhibits the same stability behavior with
respect to the steady-state, it does not cause bifurcations as e.g. Eq. (2) does: as will be seen, bifurcations of
Hopf-type will only occur, if the chosen friction model depends on the velocity at least quadratically, giving
rise to cubical amplitude equation.
3. Steady-state and its linear stability in the sliding domain
Prior to further discussions, the ﬁxed-points of the system are sought. Assuming the relative velocity w > 0,
the equation of motion is given by€xþ 2Dx0 _xþ x20x ¼
N
m
lðwÞ. ð4ÞObviously the steady-state isxS ¼ Nmx20
ðl1 þ Dleav0Þ. ð5ÞIn engineering applications, usually only the linear stability of the steady-state is considered to answer the
question if self-sustained oscillations arise due to a destabilization of the steady-state, or not. This is correct as
long as xS is a hyperbolic ﬁxed-point, i.e. the linearized system has no eigenvalues with vanishing real part
(theorem of Hartman/Grobman, cf. e.g. [1]). To carry out an stability analysis in the linear sense, the equation
of motion is linearized about the steady-state and the linear variational equation for the perturbation
Dx = x  xS is derived asD€xþ 2Dx0 þ NmDlðae
av0Þ
 
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
¼d
D _xþ x20Dx ¼ 0. ð6ÞNote that the bracketed term ðaeav0Þ gives the local gradient of the friction characteristic at the steady-state
w = v0. For positive values of a it always is negative and further decreases as a is increased.
This steady-state is linear stable if the system is really damped, i.e. if the extended damping term d is posi-
tive. If it is negative, the steady-state is unstable. For d = 0 the steady-state is no hyperbolic ﬁxed-point and
therefore a stability analysis using the linearized system in principle is not allowed. But since conservation of
energy holds for d = 0 and the potential energy has a minimum, this latter case is stable as well.
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2
N
m
Dleav0 > 0. ð7ÞorxS lin. stable$ d  NaDleav0 > 0. ð8Þ
Obviously, the linear stability of the steady-state only depends on the damping d and on the properties of
the friction force, but not on stiﬀness c (resp. natural frequency x0) of the system.
4. Analytical approximative solution for periodic sliding motion
4.1. Amplitude equation by ﬁrst order averaging
Assuming only weakly nonlinear behavior which develops on two diﬀerent timescales—on the fast scale the
oscillation and the amplitude growth on the slow scale—it seems promising to use an averaging method to ﬁnd
approximate solutions. Here, a ﬁrst order method is used, which is also known as method of slow phase and
amplitude [2].
Preliminary, the diﬀerential equation is written in the so-called standard form. This is achieved by introduc-
ing the coordinate transformation z = x  xS (i.e. _z ¼ _x; . . .) into the equation of motion (4). Rearrangement
and insertion of the friction characteristic (2) yields€zþ x20z ¼ 2Dx0 _zþ
NDl
m
ðeaðv0_zÞ  eav0Þ ¼ 2Dx0 _zþ NDlm e
av0ðeþa_z  1Þ. ð9ÞScaling to the dimensionless time s = x0t and introduction of the dimensionless coordinatesL ¼ N
c
; a ¼ ax0L; V 0 ¼ v0x0L ; c ¼ Dle
aV 0allows to write (9) asf00 þ f0 ¼ 2Df0 þ cðeaf0  1Þ; ð10Þ
where f = z/L is a dimensionless position coordinate and ð Þ0 ¼ d
ds denotes diﬀerentiation with respect to the
dimensionless time s.
Subsequently, this equation is transformed to new coordinates A, h (AP 0, h 2 [0,2p)), which are referred
to as amplitude and phase. Introducing the transformations and abbreviationsf ¼ AðsÞ sin hðsÞ ¼ AS; hðsÞ ¼ sþ wðsÞ; ð11Þ
f0 ¼ AðsÞ cos hðsÞ ¼ AC ð12Þinto Eq. (10), the right-hand side readsef ðf; f0Þ ¼ 2DAC þ cðeaAC  1Þ. ð13Þ
Averaging over one period yields the amplitude equationA0 ¼ 1
2p
Z 2p
h¼0
f ðf; f0Þ cos hdh ð14Þ
¼ 2DAhC2i þ c½heaACCi  hCi; ð15Þwhere hgi ¼ 1
2p
R 2p
h¼0 gdh denotes the average of a function g over one period. To calculate this latter average
Eq. (15) is rewritten using a series representation of the exponential function, yieldingA0 ¼ 2DAhC2i þ c
2p
Z 2p
0
X1
n¼1
anCn
n!
Cdh 2phCi
" #
. ð16Þ
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integration and summation is allowed. Motivated by hC2nþ1i ¼ 0 ðn 2 NÞ indices are reset, yielding the ampli-
tude equationA0 ¼ DAþ c
X1
k¼1
a2k1
ð2k  1Þ!
hC2ki
2p
A2k1. ð17ÞFurther analytical manipulation allows expressing (15) in terms of a Bessel-function of ﬁrst order:A0 ¼ DAþ c
X1
0
a
2
A
 	2nþ1 1
nþ 1

 
1
n!

 2 !
ð18Þ
¼ DAþ cBesselIð1; aAÞ. ð19ÞThough its compactness, the latter equation is quite unhandy and applications will rather start with Eq.
(17). Moreover, this analytical series expression directly allows truncations, which are especially motivated
by the fact that the bifurcation behavior in a vicinity of the bifurcation point is entirely described by an equa-
tion of cubic order, as will be shown later.
Since the right-hand side (13) together with (11),(12) does not contain any sine-terms, the corresponding
average vanishes and therefore the phase speed keeps constantly zero:w0 ¼  1
2pA
Z 2p
h¼0
f ðf; f0Þ sin hdh ¼ 0. ð20Þ4.2. Fixed-points, limit cycles
To ﬁnd ﬁxed-points or limit cycles, Eq. (17) is investigated for solutions of stationary amplitudes with
A0 ¼ 0. After that, the stability of these amplitudes is studied.
Looking at Eq. (17) it is obvious thatA1 ¼ 0 ð21Þ
is always a possible stationary amplitude. Separating this solution from Eq. (17) there remains0 ¼ Dþ c
X1
k¼1
a2k1
ð2k  1Þ!
hC2ki
2p
A2k2 ¼ Dþ c a
2
þ
X1
k¼2
a2k1
ð2k  1Þ!
hC2ki
2p
A2k2
" #and hence2D ca ¼ 2c
X1
k¼2
a2k1
ð2k  1Þ!
hC2ki
2p
A2k2. ð22ÞSince c and the quantities in the sum are positive, Eq. (22) can only hold for real, positive amplitudes A, if
the diﬀerence of the left-hand side is positive. This yields a condition for the existence of a limit cycle with a
real amplitude:A2 2 Rþ $ 2D ca>
!
0 (bifurcation). ð23ÞBy resubstitution of the dimension-carrying quantities, it can be shown that this latter equation corre-
sponds to the condition of linear stability, Eq. (7). Hence, the bifurcation border as well only depends on
the damping d and on properties of the friction, but is independent of the system’s stiﬀness.
The amplitude A2 of this limit-cycle has to be determined by solving the amplitude equation for A. The
practical meaning of this limit cycle is obvious: since it is an unstable limit cycle, trajectories trespassing it
will be repelled by it. Therefore, the region enclosed by the limit-cycle is the stability region of the stable
ﬁxed-point.
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In general, the diﬀerential equation (10) holds for f 0 < V0, i.e. in the entire half plane of sliding motion
below the stiction line. But since a harmonic ansatz is used, the presented considerations will only be valid
as long as the trajectories do not touch the stiction line, since this would cause them to be trapped by the
stick-slip limit cycle. Therefore, the examined motions are conﬁned to a section denoted by R0 (cf. Fig. 4),
which is centered about (f = 0, f 0 = 0) and approximately of a circular shape for weak nonlinearities. By geo-
metrical considerations, the radius of this approximate circular area is given by r = V0. With this, a limit-cycle
in the sense of Eq. (23) will only exist if the validity conditionA2<
!
V 0 (validity of solution ansatz) ð24Þis fulﬁlled, as is e.g. for trajectories like c0 in Fig. 4. Otherwise, the trajectory will soon end-up in the stick-slip
limit cycle cLC (e.g. like c1 in Fig. 4).
4.4. Stability of ﬁxed-points and limit cycles
To study the stability of the stationary amplitudes given by (21) and (22), the ﬁrst derivatives of Eq. (17)
with respect to A are examined. Carrying out the derivations yieldsdA0
dA
¼ Dþ c
X1
k¼1
a2k1
ð2k  1Þ!
hC2ki
2p
ð2k  1ÞA2k2 ð25Þ
¼ Dþ c a
2
þ
X1
k¼2
a2k1
ð2k  2Þ!
hC2ki
2p
A2k2
" #
. ð26ÞFig. 4. Qualitative setup of the phaseplane.
Fig. 3. Qualitative sketch of the amplitude growth behavior.
Fig. 5. Amplitude growth and phase plot: (I) unstable ﬁxed-point, (II) stable ﬁxed-point and unstable limit cycle.
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dA

A¼A1
¼ Dþ c a
2
. ð27ÞAs qualitatively outlined in Fig. 5, two cases can be outlined:
(I) dA
0
dA

A¼A1 > 0: the steady-state ﬁxed-point is unstable. Simultaneously, condition (23) assuring the existence
of the cycle is not fulﬁlled—hence there is only an unstable ﬁxed-point.
(II) dA
0
dA

A¼A1 < 0: the steady-state ﬁxed-point is stable and at the same time, condition (23) is fulﬁlled. Hence,
there is an unstable limit cycle of amplitude A2 coexisting to the stable ﬁxed-point. The instability of the
limit-cycle can easily be seen from Fig. 3, since small perturbations will be ampliﬁed. Hence there are a
stable ﬁxed-point and an unstable limit-cycle (see Fig. 5). The amplitude A2 of the unstable limit-cycle has
to fulﬁll the limit condition (24) to avoid being swallowed by the stick-slip limit cycle.
Regarding Fig. 5 it is obvious that the system undergoes a Hopf-bifurcation between (I) and (II). As
formally shown in the next chapter, the identiﬁed bifurcation behavior (i.e. unstable ﬁxed-pointM stable
ﬁxed-point + unstable limit cycle) is indeed a subcritical HOPF-bifurcation.
5. Formal investigation of the Hopf-bifurcation
Consider a system of equations_x ¼ fjðxÞ ð28Þ
where j denotes the bifurcation parameter. The system has an equilibrium position x0 for the parameter value
j0. According to the theorem of Hopf and Andronov the system undergoes a Hopf-bifurcation, if the two
following conditions are fulﬁlled (see [1] for instance):
(I) The Jacobian matrix of ﬁrst partial derivatives of the function f evaluated at the equilibrium for
j0ðDxfj0ðx0ÞÞ has a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues ðkj0 ; kj0Þ and no other eigenvalues with vanishing
real parts.
(II) The derivative of the real part of the eigenvalues with respect to the parameter j evaluated at j0 has to be
diﬀerent to zero: d
dj ðRkðjÞÞ

j¼j0 ¼ f 6¼ 0.
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equations to its local center manifold. By applying a nonlinear parameter-dependent coordinate transforma-
tion, the local center manifold can be rewritten in its normal form, whose topological structure of the phase
plot close to the equilibrium is nearly invariant. Together with condition (II) the theorem guarantees, that this
normal form has, after Taylor-expanding and truncating terms higher than cubic order, the same qualitative
properties near the origin as system (28). Thus, the developed reduced normal form of the system can be
expressed in polar coordinates (amplitude A and phase h):_A ¼ fjAþ eA3;
_h ¼ xþ cjþ bA2.
ð29ÞObviously, the equation for _A is decoupled from h and has non-zero solutions of _A ¼ 0, representing peri-
odic circles with constant A. The coeﬃcient of the cubic term e decides whether these circles are stable (e < 0)
or unstable (e > 0) and whether the occurring bifurcation is supercritical (e < 0) or subcritical (e > 0),
respectively.
For a two-dimensional system written in the form_x
_y

 
¼ 0 x
x 0

 
x
y

 
þ f ðx; yÞ
gðx; yÞ

 
ð30Þwhich is derived from coordinate transformations with f(0,0) = g(0,0) = 0 and Df(0,0) = Dg(0,0) = 0, where
D denotes the diﬀerential operator, the parameter e can be determined by calculating the reduced normal
form. This yieldse ¼ 1
16
½fxxx þ fxyy þ gxxy þ gyyy  þ
1
16x
½fxyðfxx þ fyyÞ  gxyðgxx þ gyyÞ  fxxgxx þ fyygyy  ð31Þwith the abbreviations fxy ¼ o
2f
oxoy ð0; 0Þ, etc. (see [1]).
To investigate the bifurcation occurring in the examined system, the eigenvalues k1,2 of Eq. (10) are calcu-
lated by linearizing the equation about the steady-state (f = f 0 = f00 = 0). This yields, with the bifurcation
parameter j ¼ ð2D caÞ ¼ ð2D DlaeaV 0Þ ¼ 2D Nmx0 Dlaeav0
 	
, the equationf00 þ jf0 þ f ¼ 0 ð32Þ
so that the eigenvalues become k1;2 ¼ 12 ðj
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
j2  4
p
Þ. For the bifurcation value j = j0 = 0, the eigenvalues
at the equilibrium position are purely imaginary and there exist no other eigenvalues. This requirement for the
bifurcation parameter coincides with Eq. (23). The derivative of the real part of the eigenvalues with respect to
j evaluated at j0 yieldsd
dj
ðRðk1;2ÞÞ

j¼j0
¼ d
dj
ðjÞ

j¼j0
¼ 1jj¼j0 ¼ 1 6¼ 0. ð33ÞTherefore conditions (I) and (II) are fulﬁlled and a Hopf-bifurcation occurs. For deciding whether the bifur-
cation is supercritical or subcritical, Eq. (10) will be rewritten as a system of ﬁrst order with f1 = f and f2 = f 0:f01
f02

 
¼ 0 11 0

 
f1
f2

 
þ 02Df2 þ cðeaf2  1Þ

 
. ð34ÞComparing (34) and (30), one can see that the system is already transformed to the standard form with
f(f1,f2) = 0, gðf1; f2Þ ¼ 2Df2 þ cðeaf2  1Þ, x = 1 and the necessary requirements g(0,0) = 0 and
Dg(0,0) = 0. Using this for calculating the parameter e, Eq. (31) results ine ¼ 1
16
gf2f2f2 ¼
1
16
ca3 ¼ 1
16
Na
mx0

 3
Dleav0 > 0; ð35Þwhere all included parameters are positive by deﬁnition. Hence the bifurcation occurring in the observed
system is subcritical. To undergo this bifurcation, expression j0 = 0 has to be fulﬁlled which arises the follow-
ing condition for the parameters
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mx0
Dlaeav0 ¼ 0 or
d  NDlaeav0 ¼ 0; respectively.
ð36Þ6. Discussion of two parameters
In this chapter the inﬂuence of the dimensionless damping coeﬃcient D and the parameter a are examined.
The reason is that the bifurcation point is, as shown in Eq. (36), only depending on the damping coeﬃcient
d and on the decay of the friction characteristic, which is mainly inﬂuenced by a. The other parameters
(x0, N, m, v0 and Dl) are kept constant. With the help of the functionf ðD; aÞ ¼ 2Dx0  NmDlae
av0 ; ð37Þillustrated in Fig. 6, a picture of the diﬀerent possible phase plots can be given. Corresponding to Eq. (36), the
bifurcation point of the Hopf-bifurcation can be expressed by the equation f(D,a) = 0, which is illustrated in
Fig. 6 through a black solid contour line labeled with ‘cond. 2’.
An eigenvalue-analysis of the equation of the studied system, linearized about the ﬁxed-point, yields two
more conditions describing the change of the topological structure in the phase plot in a closed region about
the ﬁxed-point, where the ﬁxed-point changes from a saddle node over a degenerated node to a spiral and vice
versa, respectively (for more details see [8]). These conditions are (plotted in Fig. 6 by the white solid line):‘cond 1’: f ðD; aÞ ¼ 2x0D NmDlae
av0 ¼ 2x0;
‘cond 4’: f ðD; aÞ ¼ 2x0D NmDlae
av0 ¼ 2x0.
ð38ÞFig. 6. Parameter discussion.
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lines, it is possible to evaluate the behavior of the examined system for given parameters D and a.
For a better overview, the variation of one parameter while the other one stays constant is represented in
two section planes:H1 shows the variation of D for a constant a (Fig. 7) andH2 shows the variation for a at a
constant value of D (Fig. 8). Note that these two ﬁgures are qualitative plots in which, for comprehensive rea-
sons, all possibilities are displayed. In most cases not all phase plots can be reached by varying only one
parameter.Fig. 7. Variation of D for a constant value of a: possible behavior of the steady-state and the occurring phase plots.
Fig. 8. Variation of a for a constant value of D: possible behavior of the steady-state and the occurring phase plots.
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trated in Fig. 8 with the help of the function gðaÞ ¼ aeav0 resulting in intervals for the value of a belonging to
a domain bordered by these conditions.
7. Sliding bifurcations—approximative analytical evaluation
Though being exact, the inﬁnite sums involved in the amplitude equation (17) are not very comfortably to
handle and only hardly allow insight in how the considered system actually behaves. To cope with this, one
can beneﬁt from the theorem of Andronov and Hopf, stating that the bifurcation behavior is entirely
described by the Taylor-expansion and third-order truncation of the reduced normal form. A comparison
between (17) and (29) reveals that (17) already is a representation on the center manifold.
Hence, Eq. (17) is truncated after the cubic terms, i.e. dropping indices kP 3. In order to stress the physical
meaning, the dimensionless parameters are resubstituted by the corresponding physical quantities, yielding_A ¼ A Dx0 þ NDle
av0
m
a
2
þ a
3x20
16
A2 þ OðA4Þ

  
. ð39ÞAgain, the ﬁxed-pointAð3Þ1 ¼ 0 ð40Þ
is obvious. Bracketed superscripts denote the truncation order. The second possible stationary amplitude is
then found by simple calculus asAð3Þ2 ¼
4
ax0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dx0m
DlNaeav0
 1
2
s
¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
p
ax0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d
DlNaeav0
 1
s
. ð41ÞThis equation will only yield real amplitudes if the radicand is positive or zero, what is equivalent to con-
dition (23). If the radicand is negative, an unstable ﬁxed-point governs the sliding behavior (case (I)), while for
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two cases, the system undergoes the subcritical HOPF-bifurcation when passing the borderline given byFig. 9
norma
exempB1 : 0 ¼ d  NaDleav0 (Bifurcation). ð42Þ
The limit cycle Að3Þ2 is an unstable one: neighbored trajectories will move away from it and therefore it deﬁnes
the area of attraction of the stable ﬁxed-point.
As already suggested by the dimension analysis, the existence of the limit cycle only depends on the damp-
ing d, the inclination aeav0 of the friction characteristic and of NDl. The system’s stiﬀness, hidden behind the
natural circle frequency x20 ¼ cm, only inﬂuences the amplitude of the limit cycle—or the stability region
respectively.
In addition, the limit cycle may not reach the stick-slip limit cycle in order to keep the harmonic solution
ansatz valid. For this, the amplitude of the unstable limit-cycle has to fulﬁll the approximative validity
condition (24) for the approximations, namelyB2 : A
ð3Þ
2 <
v0
x0
(validity of solution ansatz), ð43Þto avoid entering the basin R1 and being directly attracted by the stick-slip limit-cycle.
Choosing the three quantities a, v0 and Dr ¼ DlNd ¼ DRd as free parameters, the conditions B1; B2 describe
surfaces in a three-dimensional parameter space. Evaluating in terms of v0 yieldsB1 : v0 >  1a ln
1
aDr

 
¼ b1 $ stable FP and unstable LC ð44Þ
B2 : v0  1a ln
a2v20
8
þ 1 b1 > 0$ unst. LC would not touch stick-slip LC. ð45ÞFig. 9(a) shows these surfaces: B1 denoting the limit of linear stability of the steady-state as the opaque
lower one, and B2 as the upper, transparent surface, marking where the harmonic ansatz loses its validity
and the unstable limit cycle touches the stiction line (Fig. 10). In the narrow layer between these two surfaces,
the stability region of the steady-state is given by the amplitude of the limit-cycle. Fig. 9(b) displays an exem-
plary cross-section at Dr = const and gives an interpretation of the diﬀerent domains, deﬁned by the surfaces in
the parameter space (Fig. 11).
Below B1, the steady-state is an unstable ﬁxed-point, causing all trajectories starting nearby to tend to the
stick-slip limit cycle. Above B1 the steady-state is linearly stable.
When parameters are change trespassing B1, the Hopf-bifurcation occurs and the unstable ﬁxed-point may
turn unstable synchronously to creating a surrounding unstable limit cycle. As mentioned before, this latter
limit cycle deﬁnes the basin of the stable ﬁxed-point and therefore the stability region. This unstable limit cycle
only exists for parameters in between B1 and B2.. (a) B1 (opaque) and B2 (transparent) in the three-dimensional parameter space spanned by the slope parameter a [s m
1],
lized friction diﬀerence Dr = DlN/d [m s1] and belt velocity v0 [m s
1]. (b) Phenomena to be observed, demonstrated for an
lary section at Dr = 1 [m s1].
Fig. 10. Cross-sectional curves of the three-dimensional surfaces of Fig. 9.
Fig. 11. Numerical simulations: (a) unstable ﬁxed-point, (b) stable ﬁxed-point and small unstable limit-cycle.
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small, ﬁnite perturbations may cause the system’s state to trespass the limit cycle and therefore leave the region
of asymptotical stability. Concluding, this latter described eﬀect is illustrated by means of a numerical simu-
lation in ﬁgure (cf. [4]).
8. Application to disc-brake groan
A typical example of incommoding oscillations in frictional systems is the noise of vehicular disc-brakes.
Basically, two phenomena can be distinguished, referred to as squeal and groan. In both cases the entire brake
assembly, comprising the pads, the caliper and the disc, exhibits coupled lateral motions [3]. Though, the basic
mechanisms triggering and feeding this lateral vibrations are still in doubt. Among other concepts like fol-
lower forces and sprag-slip, the inﬂuence of decaying friction characteristics is also a possible mechanism
of destabilization to initiate and sustain the oscillations of the system.
Squeal noise can be observed at lower as well as medium and higher speeds. Since for higher speeds the
friction characteristic tends to the constant value l1, a decaying characteristic cannot be an explanation of
this particular phenomenon.
Beside the high-frequency squeal, there is a variety of low- and medium-frequency noises like groan and
judder. Following a survey given in [9], low frequency brake noises are explained as parameter excited
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parameter excitation due to non-uniform disc thickness (DTV) and similar reasons. Consequently, the fre-
quency of judder correlates strongly with the velocity of the vehicle.
A diﬀerent phenomenon at low up to medium frequencies is referred to as groan which arises e.g. in vehicles
with automatic gearbox while being shunted. To allow deeper insight into the basic mechanisms of this phe-
nomenon, a common disc-brake assembly is reduced to its essential functionality by removing the caliper, one
of the two pads and other dispensable accessories. The remaining pad is ﬁxed by means of a screw clamp
which eﬀects an adjustable normal force on the pad. Even when operated as an isolated object, the brake
pad shows the typical groan-type noises—albeit with a frequency shift to higher frequencies due to the dras-
tically reduced masses.
This reduction allows direct measurements at the remaining pad as well as a synchronous scanning the sur-
face of the disc while the pad is groaning. Fig. 12(b) shows power spectral densities of the in-plane motion and
the acoustic signal: it is found, that the dominant spectral contents of the acoustic measurement do not match
the frequency of the in-plane motion of the pad. As described in [3], the noise is emitted by bending modes of
the disc, which are coupled to tilting motions of the saddle. By simulation it is found that one trigger-mech-
anism of the latter motions could be translational oscillations of the pads.Fig. 12. (a) Test assembly of an isolated brake pad, clamped by a screw clamp. (b) PSD of the in-plane motion of the pad and the acoustic
measurement.
Fig. 13. Distribution of measured l-values at very low velocities (black—iso-lines of distribution density) and an approximation following
Eq. (2), where l1 = 0.4 [7], Dl = 0.1 and a = 10 m s
1.
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conditions (variation of the normal force as well as of the speed). Strikingly, the predominant spectral contents
(as e.g. at about 1000 Hz) do not change the position while parameters are changed signiﬁcantly. Obviously,
the vibrations are self-excited. Moreover, the translational natural frequency of the pad is about fe  1100 Hz
(stiﬀness by modal analysis: c  1.1 · 107 N m1, mass m = 0.25 kg). Since changes of the operation parame-
ters (like normal force, . . .) do not show signiﬁcant eﬀects and the dominant frequencies are near to the natural
frequency, it seems sensible to assume a system like (4) in the background.
Groan is only observed at very low speeds where the inﬂuence of a decaying friction characteristic is obvi-
ous (cf. Fig. 2). Experimental tests (cf. [3]) on complete disc-brake assemblies show that a disc-brake starts
groaning, if the speed of the disc falls below a certain value (usually about 1–4 rpm) and the normal force
on the pads exceeds a minimum value (usually 0.8–2 kN). Considering the set-up of the used test-rig, the rev-
olution speed of groan corresponds to a surface speed of about 0.015, . . . , 0.05 m s1 in the reference contact
point. A thorough analysis of the functionality of the disc-brake reveals that the caliper, clamping the two
pads, is in circumferential direction mainly ﬁxed via the pads. Therefore, the moving mass carried by each
pad is assumed to be about the half of the total saddle mass, hence m = 2 kg. By modal analysis, the damping
of the assembly is found as d = 400 kg s1 (resp. D  1 · 102).
For these values, Figs. 15 and 16 show the condition surfaces B1 and B2 in the (a–DlN–v0-parameter space
for ﬁxed damping d = 400 kg s1.
Fig. 17 shows cross-sectional curves for diﬀerent disc-speeds (a) and diﬀerent brake-forces, inﬂuencing the
parameter DlN (b). The qualitative as well as the quantitative agreement between this minimal model and
experimental results is striking.
As an example, a critical parameter constellation as described above is examined, where N  800 N,
Dl = 0.1 (i.e. DlN  80) and the slope parameter is a = 8 s m1. This constellation is denoted by the pointFig. 14. Power spectral densities of the circumferential motion of a groaning brake pad for three diﬀerent parameter constellations.
(1) n = 1.25 rpm, N = 1300 N, (2) n = 2.5 rpm, N = 1300 N, (3) n = 0.25 rpm, N = 2000 N.
Fig. 15. B1 and B2 for a disc-brake model (D = 0.01, resp. d = 400 kg s
1).
Fig. 16. Section planes through the condition surfaces B1 and B2: (a) DlN = 120 N = const., (b) a = 12 s m
1 = const.
Fig. 17. Cross-sectional curves of the of the condition surfaces B1 and B2 of Fig. 15.
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0.04 m s1 the gray line (corresponding to B2) crosses C1, what means that an unstable limit cycle will be cre-
ated around the steady-state. As v0 is lowered further, this limit cycle shrinks together until the black line ðB2Þ
reaches C1: as this latter line crosses C1, the Hopf-bifurcation occurs, turning the steady-state unstable.
In experiments, when searching the ‘‘groan point’’ e.g. by increasing the normal force on the pad, the
behavior shown in Fig. 18 can be found between groaning and silent sliding. Regarding the considerations
presented in this article, this might be due to parameter constellation exhibiting a still stable ﬁxed-point withFig. 18. (a) Steady groan, (b) for slightly changed parameters: steady ‘‘noise’’, interrupted by short groan-periods.
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therefore the stability-region is very small and small ﬁnite perturbations may destabilize the system.
9. Conclusion
Commonly, the stability of the classical friction oscillator is studied by linearization and examination of the
eigenvalues. This article revises the stability in the vicinity of the sliding steady-state for friction characteristics
of full-length or truncated exponential function type, which are widely used in friction modelling. By means of
an averaging method of ﬁrst order, it is found that the transition behavior between stable and unstable states
of sliding motion is more complex than suggested by the classical stability analysis and occurs via a sub-critical
Hopf-bifurcation.
If the oscillator slides without reaching the stick-slip limit cycle and if the friction characteristic leads to an
amplitude equation of at least cubic order, the topology of the phase plane can be twofold: either the steady-
state ﬁxed-point is unstable or it is stable and coexists with a surrounding unstable limit cycle. As expected, the
bifurcation border coincides with the stability border derived by eigenvalue analysis. The crux of the matter is
that the eigenvalue analysis only can judge the local behavior at the steady-state while it does not indicate that
the basin of attraction of the steady-state is limited to the inside of the unstable limit cycle. For that reason,
besides the unstable domain there is also a region where the steady-state itself is stable, but small perturbations
may be suﬃcient for destabilization.
If the friction characteristic is in a way, that the averaging procedure will produce an amplitude equation of
less than cubic order, no bifurcation will occur.
As an application, low frequency disc-brake noise is examined. It is found that for realistic parameters even
this very simpled model matches very well with experimental tests: in analogy to observations, the oscillator
turns unstable when the normal force (brake force) exceeds a speciﬁc threshold or the velocity falls beneath a
certain value. Although the vibrations of a disc-brake system are predominantly in lateral direction and there-
fore dominated by the according stiﬀnesses and natural frequencies, above considerations together with [4]
suggest that though not being a new idea, a decaying friction characteristic may be reasonable mechanism
to trigger and sustain coupled oscillations in the brake assembly.
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